
Jaswant Modern School
Class 8 - Mathematics

Worksheet 1

Each question carries 1 mark

1.Pick up the rational numbers from the following numbers.
6/7, 0, 1/0, 100/0

a)6/7            b)0            c)1/0            d)100/0

2.In the given figure, ABCD is a parallelogram,the value of x is.

a)1              b)2         c)3           d)4

3.The perfect square numbers between 40 and 50
a)7              b)49          c)6          d)36

4.The multiplicative identity of rational numbers?
a)0              b)1            c)not defined. d)none

5.The value of each of the 27²-26² without calculating squares is
a)1              b)35.         c)2            d)53

Each question carries 2 marks

6.If a = 1/2, b = 3/4, verify the following:
(i) a × b = b × a
(ii) a + b = b + a

7.The angles of a quadrilateral are in the ratio of 2 : 3 : 5 : 8. Find the measure of each angle.

8. Find the Pythagoras triplets if one of the number is 8.

9.Find a rational number between 1/2 and 1/3.

10.In the parallelogram given alongside if ∠Q = 110°, find all the other angles.



11.What is the multiplicative identity of rational numbers?Give two examples.

12.Find the measure of an interior angle of a regular polygon of 9 sides.

13.Multiply 5/8 by the reciprocal of −3/8.

14.Which of the following 242, 492, 772, 1312 or 1892 end with digit 1?

15.Write down the following as sum of odd numbers.
(i) 72
(ii) 92

16.Write the additive inverse of the following:
(a) −6/7
(b) 101/213

17.In the given figure find x + y + z.

18.Find the product of the following using identities:
(i) 23 × 25
(ii) 41 × 43

19.Find a rational number between 1/2 and 1/3

20.Using property, find the value of the following:
(i) 19² – 18²
(ii) 23² – 22²

Each question carries 3 marks

21.The angles of a quadrilateral are in the ratio of 2 : 3 : 5 : 8. Find the measure of each angle.

22.Check whether (6, 8, 10) is a Pythagorean triplet.

23.Find the square roots of the following numbers
i)  7056
ii) 1056.25



24.Represent the following rational numbers on number lines.
(a) −2/3
(b) 3/4
(c) 3/2

25.In the given figure, ABCD is a parallelogram. Find x, y and z.

26.A ladder 10 m long rests against a vertical wall. If the foot of the ladder is 6 m away from the
wall and the ladder just reaches the top of the wall, how high is the wall?

27.Calculate the following:

28.Represent the following rational numbers on number lines.
(a) −2/3
(b) 3/4
(c) 3/2

29.Find 7 rational numbers between 13 and 12.

30.Find the square root of the following using successive subtraction of odd numbers starting
from 1.



Jaswant Modern School
Class 8 - Mathematics

Worksheet 2

Which question carries 1 mark

1.The multiplicative inverse of -11/12 is
a)11/12          b)-12/11         c)1            d)0

2. The sum of interior angles of a pentagon is
a)90°             b)180°           c)360°       d)540°

3._______numbers lie between squares of 7 and 8.
a)1                b)15               c)14. d)2

4.The product of two rational numbers is always a __________.
a) irrational number.    b) rational number.    c)zero. d) one

5.Find the value of x in the trapezium ABCD

Each question carries 2 marks

6. Write the Pythagorean triplet if one of the numbers is 16.

7.The product of two rational number is 2   , if one of the rational number is 1/7  ,what is the
value of other?

8.Find the values of x and y in the following parallelogram.

9. Insert three rational numbers between 2 and 3.

10.Use the identity and find the square of 189.



11.Write the additive inverse of the following:
(a) −6/7
(b) 101/213

12.In the given figure, find x.

13.Find the square rootofthe following using prime factorisation
(i) 441
(ii) 2025

14.Find x in the following figure.

15.Represent the following rational numbers on number lines.
i)  6/7
ii) 9/7

16.Let a, b, c be the three rational numbers where a = 23, b = 45 and c = −56
Verify:
(i) a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c (Associative property of addition)
(ii) a × (b × c) – (a × b) × c (Associative property of multiplication)

17.Write true and false against each of the given statements.
(a) Diagonals of a rhombus are equal.
(b) Diagonals of rectangles are equal.
(c) Kite is a parallelogram.
(d) Sum of the interior angles of a triangle is 180°.

18.Find the square roots of the following decimal number 1056.25



19.In the given figure, ABCD is a rhombus. Find the values of x, y and z.

20.One-third of a group of people are men. If the number of women is 200 more than the men,
find the total number of people.

Each question carries 3 marks

21.If x = 12, y = −23 and z = 14, verify that x × (y × z) = (x × y) × z.

22.Length and breadth of a rectangular wire are 9 cm and 7 cm respectively. If the wire is bent
into a square, find the length of its side.
.
23.Represent the following rational numbers on number lines.
a)11/8   and ⅞

24.ABCD is a rhombus with ∠ABC = 126°, find the measure of ∠ACD.

25.Rajni had a certain amount of money in her purse. She spent ₹ 41/4 in the school canteen,
bought a gift worth ₹ 103/4 and gave ₹ 33/2 to her friend. How much she have to begin with?

26.The diagonal of a rectangle is thrice its smaller side. Find the ratio of its sides.

27.In the given parallelogram ABCD, find the value of x andy.



28.Find the smallest whole number by which 1008 should be multiplied so as to get a perfect
square number. Also, find the square root of the square number so obtained.

29.Show that

30.Find the values of x and y in the following parallelogram.


